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around

the campfire

Hello to all of our wonderful camp
families,
Is it November!?! I’m already itching to
get back to camp. To be honest, I don’t
think I have fully unpacked from this past
summer. Oh well, that just makes it easier
to pack for next summer! If you’re like
me and missing the smell of the Chadar,
lounging at free swim, or “music, music, I
love to sing the music” then we have the
cure for you. In a few short weeks come
join us for the 2012 camper reunion
(information on the back page). I hope to
see everyone there!
Before we talk about “what’s happening”
for next summer, let’s take a look back
on an amazing 2012 summer. Who
remembers chipwiches, superhero lunch,
Muppets Maccabiah, hurricane Mohican,
Club Rock, Oliver, Yom Ha’Mayim (the
day of water), Alice in Wonderland
Maccabiah, wakeboarding down at the
lake, Beauty and the Beast, Becky Sebo’s
incredible dance concerts, LARPing (live
action role playing), 5th of July fireworks,
24 SITs heading to Israel, and my daily
Olympic updates! Yes, Israel still has
zero medals. Wow, what a remarkable
summer! Definitely one for the record
books and I look forward to topping it in
2013.

with Sean

I want to take this opportunity to update
you on a few items that will have a huge
impact on the future of CW. By now
you’ve heard about our need for a new
infirmary. There’s nothing more important
than the health and safety of our camp
community. Currently, we are still
operating out of the same building from
the original campsite in 1967. This facility
no longer meets the needs of camp.
That is why I’m thrilled to announce that
we will be breaking ground on a new
infirmary this off-season! Our plan is to
have the doors open for the first day of
camp in 2013. We will be holding several
dedication ceremonies with more details
to come. You can still make a donation
towards the Camp Wise Infirmary by
contacting the camp office. For those
who have already graciously donated
toward our infirmary project, thank you.
Many of you have heard that Jennie Post
is no longer working in the Camp Wise
office. After 3 years working for camp
full-time (and another 3 years of being a
summer supervisor), Jennie has stepped
down as one of our assistant directors.
Jennie’s passion and dedication to Camp
Wise are unsurpassed and will be truly
missed throughout the year. We are
happy to report that Jennie has not left
the Cleveland area and can be found

teaching high school science at Hawken
School. We wish her the best and expect
to see her back at 13164 Taylor Wells this
summer in some capacity!
With this news, we have been busy
searching for her replacement since July.
We received an overwhelming number
of resumes for the assistant director
position. It took us a few months to sort
through all the applicants and narrow the
search to the best of the best. This past
month we brought in the top candidates
who had the opportunity to meet our fulltime camp staff and JCC professionals.
Stay tuned for the announcement of our
new assistant director!
Please remember my door is always
open and my cell phone is always on.

Sean Morgan

summer program highlights
and new programming
Summer 2012 was one of our best ever,
filled with new activities and amazing special
events. Trip 1 had some wacky weather.
The Noar boys conquered the storm that
will forever be remembered as Hurricane
Mohican. It got so hot that we brought
back Yom HaMayim (Day of Water) which
is a special day filled with water fun for all
of camp to splash around and cool off. But
the weather cooperated perfectly for Alice
in Wonderland Maccabiah where the White
Rabbit team leapt ahead of all the others to
win. Trip 2 had some adventures of its own.
We had oodles of special activities like radio
broadcasts from the pool, late night activities
on the ropes course, and even lunches down
at the lake. But nothing was more exciting
than Muppets Maccabiah. Teams Fozzy Bear,
Miss Piggy, Animal, and Gonzo could not
keep up with Kermit the Frog, who was the
ultimate victor.
The lake has always been one of the most
popular areas in camp, how could anyone

resist an area complete with a water
trampoline, canoes, kayaks, and waterskiing?
However, this summer the lake got even
better when campers brought their skills
to the lake as they mastered the art
of wakeboarding. This wasn’t the only
area where our campers shined. We
also saw our very own rock stars take
the stage through a partnership with
Cleveland’s Club Rock, a program
that taught singing & performing
techniques, and provided a new venue
for our campers to gain confidence
and self-esteem. Additionally, every
Saturday we welcomed special visitors,
trainers from the Mandel JCC’s fitness
Rachel Cooper
Avery Solomon, Chelsea Gross, and
department, who came to lead CW Fit
Club Rock concert
sing for their adoring fans at the
Club. Campers and staff participated
in boot camp activities and learned
more about living a healthy lifestyle. Other
amazing CW Olympics held by our sports
highlights from both sessions include
staff where campers had the opportunity
our very first CW Dance Concert with
to participate in unique activities like aqua
performances from all age groups and our
aerobics and a triathlon.

cornerstone fellows
– Jenna Eisenberg

This past summer at Camp Wise I was part
of a special program called Cornerstone.
As a Cornerstone Fellow, I was invited
to attend a four day conference where I
learned from other Jewish professionals
how to enhance Jewish programming at
camp. Most importantly, we were able
to work with and learn from other Jewish
overnight camps across the country. It was
a great learning experience being able
to compare and contrast camp activities
and traditions with each other. At the
Cornerstone conference, I attended a
variety of sessions, including ones on
Tisha B’av programming, camp traditions,
incorporating Jewish rituals into camp
life, and many more. We brought many
of the program ideas back to camp, and
incorporated them in our weekly campwide Mishpachot (Family) program, Israel
Nights, and camp-wide evening programs
centered on Jewish life cycle events
and holidays. It was a very rewarding
experience to be able to take the ideas
from the conference, plan programs with
the other Cornerstone Fellows, and see the
programs actually happen.

What I learned at the Cornerstone
conference and did at camp as a
Cornerstone Fellow did not just stop when
camp ended. The training has carried over
into my life in college. I am a junior at The
Ohio State University majoring in Strategic
Communication and minoring in Business,
and am involved in many organizations on
campus. Planning Camp Wise programs
that appeal to campers of all ages can be
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At Ohio State, I plan many events for
my sorority, and utilize the same teamwork
though that sounds cliché, it’s true.
skills from camp while appealing to a wide
The information I acquired from being a
variety of people. Also, as Vice President of
Cornerstone Fellow is definitely something
the Jewish Business Students Association
that will stay with me in future years,
on campus, I still use some of the program
whether working at camp or in activities
ideas from the Cornerstone conference
at school. Attending the Cornerstone
to incorporate Jewish values into various
conference and being a Fellow at camp
business scenarios that we discuss at our
made the summer truly memorable for
biweekly Business Ethics brunches.
me, and I would highly encourage anyone
who has the opportunity to attend the
Overall, being a Cornerstone Fellow at
Cornerstone conference and become a
Camp Wise was an extremely rewarding
Fellow to take advantage of this incredible
experience; I gained a lot of knowledge
opportunity.
about Jewish programming and found
new ways to “think outside the box.” Even
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Alex
Goodman
shows his
wake-boarding
skills on the
CW Lake

wise alumni – where are they now?

a conversation with Jeremy Pilloff

This fall we had the opportunity to sit down
with alum and camp parent, Jeremy Pilloff.
Once you get to know Jeremy you quickly
learn that, for him, all roads lead from and
to 13164 Taylor Wells Road. After spending
his childhood summers at a variety of
camps, his mother suggested that he get a
job as a counselor at Camp Wise. That was
back in 1987 when showering in Chalutzim
meant leaving the cabin and traveling to
a shower house where you had to pull a
chain in order to get the water to flow! Oh,
how times have changed.
One of Jeremy’s many roles at Camp Wise
was as a village supervisor. During his
time as a supervisor, Jeremy learned that
he loved working with people of all ages.
He realized that helping kids solve their
problems and make the right choices was
going to be a significant part of his future.
He took his skills to the JCC where he
served a year as the youth director. During
this time, he realized that his passion was
not only working with children, but also
working with a special needs population.
While Jeremy was in college he returned to
work at camp in a special needs program
called Ma’aseh. Ma’aseh was a four-week
long vocational program for campers
with special needs hosted at Camp Wise.
Jeremy met a cute co-counselor, Julie,
while working in the program. That summer
Jeremy only worked for two weeks, while
Julie was there for the full four weeks.
Jeremy remembers that once he was back
at home he made a mixed tape to send to
Julie. Jeremy hoped that this would be a
clear sign that he would like to date after
the summer came to an end. It worked!
Jeremy and Julie are just one of many
married couples who met at camp and
share a common love for all things Wise.
After college Jeremy accepted a teaching
position with CEVEC (Cuyahoga East
Vocational Education Consortium) where
he has been ever since. As a teacher with
CEVEC, Jeremy works with special needs
students between the ages of 15-22. He
and his colleagues teach skills students
need to be successful as they seek
employment and transition into adult life.
CEVEC provides training in occupational
skills, work behaviors, workplace social
skills, and community survival skills.
Jeremy’s kids, as we fondly call them in
the camp office, work on their skills while
also supporting the JCC and Camp Wise

with custodial help and mailing
projects. When Jeremy reflects on
his career and the path that led
him there, it’s clear that Camp
Wise shaped who he is today.
Jeremy said, “Being a supervisor
at a young age at Camp Wise
and assuming a leadership role
helped me become a better
teacher.”
When school is out and it’s
time for summer vacation,
Jeremy still finds his way back
to Camp Wise. For the past
decade Jeremy has been a
lead staff member for Camp
Chai. Camp Chai is a weeklong program for adults with
special needs hosted and led
by Camp Wise. The campers
Justin, Jerem
y, Jacob, Julie
that attend Camp Chai have
& Maddy Pillo
ff
the opportunity to experience all
the best that Camp Wise has to offer. In
joy to see how much fun our children are
fact, when we asked Jeremy what keeps
having. They’re getting those memorable
him and his family coming back to camp
moments and friendships. They are part of
each summer he said, “It’s a great place
the shared experience that is Camp Wise.”
to be. There are activities for everybody.
Jeremy loves that even though some of
Camp Chai campers just love it.” One of
the traditions have changed, when Jacob
the things that makes Jeremy’s time at
and Justin come home from camp and
Camp Chai so special is that he gets to
share it with his family. Jeremy’s sons, Jacob talk about special times like Maccabiah, he
knows what they are talking about because
and Justin, first experienced Camp Wise
he lived it too.
during Camp Chai, but as they grew older
they couldn’t help but ask to spend their
Some of Jeremy’s fondest memories
summers at Wise. Actually, after Jacob’s
revolve around Shabbat at camp. He
first summer he asked if there was a way
remembers a special feeling, Friday
he could stay longer. It was clear then, that
nights in the chapel, Shabbat meals, close
Jacob and Justin, like their parents, would
friendships, and a sense of spirituality. And
be Camp Wise “lifers”.
how lucky for Jeremy that he gets to relive
these memories every summer. Not only
Jeremy reflected on the past couple
do his own children share their summer
of decades saying, “It started off as
experiences, Jeremy creates new memories
my experience and now it’s a family
each August as he begins another week of
experience. It is a part of the fabric of our
Camp Chai.
family. It gives me, as a parent, a lot of

be in touch!
Fall, Winter & Spring:
26001 South Woodland Rd.
Beachwood, OH 44122

Summer:
13164 Taylor Wells Rd.
Chardon, OH 44024

216.593.6250

440.635.5444

www.campwise.org
wisekids@mandeljcc.org

Become a fan of Camp Wise
on Facebook
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the best of the

Staff scholarship is the way that
CW staff recognize one another
for the outstanding work they
do. Each summer, staff nominate
their peers who go that extra mile,
Camp Wise style. The individuals
who are nominated are known for
constantly being full of energy and
enthusiasm, being there to lend a
helping hand, and being a leader
amongst the group. During the
end-of-summer staff banquet an
auction is held with donated items,
like a set of tie-dyed bed sheets, an
Israeli army uniform, or a night on
the town in New York City, hosted
by a staff member who attends
school there. Auction proceeds are
divided among the staff scholarship
recipients.
This summer, there were six
scholarship winners with a portion
of the auction proceeds also going
toward camper scholarship. This
year’s winners were: Becky Lord,
Ryan Lahiff, Hannah Henschel,
Pete Finnegan, Rachel Reinhardt,
and Zoe Coleman.
This was Becky Lord’s ninth
summer at camp and her third as
a counselor and it’s no surprise
that she was a staff scholarship
recipient. Her dedication and care
for her campers set the example for
our younger staff of what it means
to go above and beyond. Her
ability to take on any task made
her a leader among her peers and
a go-to person for her supervisors.
Her passion shines through
everything she does and creates
the same great experiences she
had as a camper.
Residing in the UK, Ryan Lahiff is
studying Sports Journalism at the
University of Central Lancashire.
Ryan joined the CW team in
2010 as the tennis specialist and
couldn’t resist coming back for
two more summers as a counselor.
This summer he demonstrated his
programming skills as one of the
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best: the 2012 staff scholarship winners

Hannah Henschel,
Finnegan, Ryan Lahiff,
From left to right : Pete
ardt, and Becky Lord
Coleman, Rachel Rineh

judges for Alice in Wonderland
Maccabiah.
In 2012 Hannah Henschel returned
to Camp Wise in a new role as
a teva (nature) specialist. When
Hannah wasn’t trekking through
the woods teaching campers
about nature, you could find her
on stage during meals doing
something wacky and crazy.
Hannah was selected to be part
of our prestigious Cornerstone
Fellowship. As a part of this
program, she and the other fellows
created amazing Jewish themed
all-camp programs.
Pete Finnegan just finished his
first summer at Camp Wise but it
seems like he has been here for
much longer. He quickly emerged
as a leader on our trips staff as he
helped our campers and counselors
navigate Mohican State Park as
well as overnights at Anisfield and
at our own backyard campsites.
Pete also led his Kermit team to a
win during Muppets Maccabiah!

Zoe

Rachel Rinehardt, who attends
NYU, is enthusiastic about
everything she does. Her fun
attitude and light-hearted spirit are
contagious and the best place to
find Rachel during the summer is
hanging out with campers in the
middle of the village. Whether
she’s cheering with her team as
a Maccabiah captain or helping
younger staff plan programming,
there is sure to be a smile on
Rachel’s face. Campers beg to
have Rachel as as their counselor!
As a lake specialist, Zoe Coleman
could most often be seen teaching
campers how to wakeboard and
waterski. But when she wasn’t
splashing around the lake, she
was probably dressing up in wacky
costumes with her campers and
teaching them new cheers and
dances. After completing her
first summer at camp, it’s easy
to understand why Zoe was best
known for her crazy personality!

a milestone summer

The last night of each session, on CW night, we recognize staff and campers who
have been at camp for 5,7,10 and 13 years. Five years are recognized with a 5-year
bag, 7 years earns you a cool 7-year shirt, after 10 years you receive a sacred Camp
Wise Crazy Creek Chair, and 13-year staff are honored with a giant CW sweatshirt
blanket. Mazel tov to our 2012 10 and 13-year staff:

Maddie
Adelman

Gabe Baker

Lauren “Toaster”
Cowell

Rachel Felber

Hannah
Henschel

Sarah Kest

Ellie Mayers

Evan Meles (13)

Max Middleton

Arielle Miller

Abby Rubin (13)

Becky Sebo

Eric Sterin

Tivon Sterin

Sydney “Bex”
Turoff

Heather
Wieder

Julia Winkeler

Ally Zabell

we love our
parent volunteers
Todah rabah to our wonderful camp
families who donated their time to
camp this summer. Our volunteer
doctors helped to keep camp healthy
and happy, and our host families
showed our international staff warm,
Cleveland hospitality on their days off.
If either of these opportunities sounds
like something you’d like to try in
2013, let us know!
Doctors
Deborah Gold
Doug Kohler
Dan Neides
Julian Peskin
Scott Singer
Chris Young
Rob Zimmerman
Host Families
Anne & Steve August
Jodie & Seth Bromberg
Jennifer & Jason Drasner
Julie & Michael Frayman
Einat & Nir Gabriely
Jodie & Jon Herbst
Lisa & Michael Kaufman
Ellyn & Larry Klein
Lisa & Todd Lebowitz
Michelle & Matthew Levy
Debra & Kirk Migdal
Lisa Paghis & Thomas Zaffiro
Lisa & Todd Rosenthal
Sharon & Marvin Rotblatt
Anna & Aleksandr Rovner
Deb & Scott Singer
Shani & Scott Spiegle
Peggy & David Sugerman
Anne & Kevin White

celebrate your Simcha at camp wise!
If you are looking for a fun and unique venue
for your next simcha event look no further
than Camp Wise! A bar or bat mitzvah party
at camp can combine all of your favorite
camp activities into a memorable experience
for all of your guests—roasting s’mores
over the campfire, creating an awesome
tie dye, or climbing to the top of the tower.
With winterized cabins and facilities, miles
of hiking trails, a lake and pool, sports fields
and more the possibilities are endless.

Camp Wise is a kosher facility with full
service catering provided by Tastebuds
Catering. We are able to tailor-make the
perfect menu for your event no matter how
simple or elaborate you desire.
Rates depend on the length of your
stay and the activities you choose.
Contact Erin Witschey, our rental
coordinator, at ewitschey@mandeljcc.org The Camp Wise
chadar set for a bar-mitzvah
for more details.
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“Todah Rabah ”

A very special
		 to all of our most recent Camp Wise donors!
In addition to our annual contributions to camp, this past year we held a special
capital campaign called Live Wise. Our Live Wise campaign partnered with the
Grinspoon Institute for Jewish Philanthropy (GIJP). Through this partnership we were
able to raise over $100,000 and the GIJP matched a portion of the money donated.
I

CW Staff Fund

Tami & Aaron Caplan
Liz & Brian Cohn
Anne & Scott Flamm
Laurie & Daniel
Goetz
Lauren & Matt
Goldschmidt
Meredith & James
Grosser
Naomi & Jeremy
Grunzweig
Heidi Kamins &
Andrew Shupp
Deborah & Steve
Kaufman
Kathy & Robert Leb
Debra & Kirk Migdal
Carrie & Steve
Rudow
Jill Sadowsky
Diana Shall
Darby & Jon Steiger
Shelly Grieve Zerkel
& Danny Zerkel

Camper
Scholarship
David Ackerman
Cheryl & Todd
Bendis
Mary Lou Capichioni
& Bob Chaikin
Tami & Aaron Caplan

The Steve Goldman
Foundation

Anne & Eugene
Greenstein

In memory of Sarah
Lichstein

Lauren & Matt
Goldschmidt

Jill Horowitz

Stacey Shore

Shelia & Mark
Goodman

Teresa Kowalski

Camp Operations

Marjorie Lamport

Terry & Sam D. Roth
Philanthropic Fund

Jodie & Jon Herbst
Adam Josephson
Heidi Kamins &
Andrew Shupp

Ellen Kirschenbaum

McCarthy Lebit
Pam & Bruce Meyer
Jo Ann Pallant

Eli/Carl Kohrman
Camp Wise Scholars

Michael Rogol

John Lang
Lauren & Yale Levy

Dana & Neal
Schwartz

Lisa & Philip Linden

Stacey & Steve Shore

Men’s Club of the
Mandel JCC

Eric Silver

Rachel & Jonathan
Mester

Janet & Will Sukenik

Sanford Milter
Benjamin
Rosenbaum
Diana Shall
Michael Shapiro
Shawn & Barry Simon
Nora Singer & Marc
Melamed
Darby & Jon Steiger

Elizabeth Sapell

Shani & Scott Spiegle
Debbie & Phil Weiss
Ted Wochna
In honor of Sean
Morgan
Jenny HoffmanMentle
In honor of Linda
Fogel’s son’s
wedding

Eli Steinberger

Terri Kabb

Marcia & Dean
Wyman

In honor of Mara
Sanderow

Jill & Jeff Zimon

Julia Fishman

In memory of Paul
Shapiro

In memory of Jack
Rusnak

Jennifer & Benoit
Cohen

Rachel Bergstein &
Joshua Wilkenfeld

Temple Emanu El

Liz & Brian Cohn

Bonnie Brevick

Sharon & Robert
Dizenhuz

Indira Brevick

In memory of Kate
Frieder

Jennifer & Jason
Drasner
Dana Starr Fallick
Hayley & Marc
Feldman
Sharon & David Galin
Peggy & John
Garson Family
Foundation of the
Jewish Federation
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Gloria & Daniel
Costella
Beverly & Norman
Dann
DMI Sports, Inc.
Marcia & Monroe
Elbrand
Barry Freeman
Great Lakes Pain
Management
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Heddy & Leonard
Rabe
In memory of Marvin
Friedman
In memory of
Morton Kaufman
Camp Wise Staff
In memory of
Norman Kleinman
Myriam Dwoskin

Dr. Herman C. Smith
Memorial Fund
Birth of Kate
Grischkan
Angela & Jay Siegel
In honor of Ben
Light’s Milestone
Birthday
Kyla & Mitch
Schneider
In memory of
Margaret Fisher
Jennifer & Jason
Drasner
In memory of Adelle
Neshkin
Judy & Marv
Solganik
The Lenny Rubin
Israel Center
Terri Krause

Mandel JCC
winter vacation
camps
3 AMAZING CAMPS
TO CHOOSE FROM!
Exciting field trip
options!
J-Winter Vacation Camp:
December 24-January 4, 2013
J-Winter Vacation Camp will
include two days of themed
activities at the Mandel JCC
along with two days of fun and
exciting field trips!
J-Winter Arts Camp-December:
December 24-December 28,
2012
J-Winter Arts Camp will provide
campers with an opportunity
to participate in an array of arts
throughout the week. The week
will conclude with an exciting
local field trip!

Tribute to Lenny
Blondes & Camp
Henry Baker

J-Winter Sports Camp:
December 31-January 4, 2013

Ruth Baker

SPORTS CAMP IS BACK!!
J-Winter Sports Camp campers
will choose one of two sports
offered each day and focus on
instruction, skill development,
tournaments and games! The
week will conclude with an
exciting local field trip!

In memory of Lenny
Rubin
Laura Rubin
In memory of
Matthew Elson
Edith Elson

Information available in
November. Any questions,
please contact Hayley Ryshen
at 216-831-0700 ext. 1322 or
hryshen@mandeljcc.org

here ’s a big

CW cheer

C.I.T.s (Campers-in-Training)
Camp Wise Alum

Years At Camp

‘Future Camper’

When someone at camp celebrates a
big day we all stand on our benches
and cheer about it! Here’s a big C.W.
cheer for all those campers, who, with
their families, have celebrated their
B’nei Mitzvot since our last newsletter.
Please let us know if we missed you
and we’ll include you in our next
issue.

Dana Platt Blitstein

1984-1991

Sivan Blitstein

Julie Soss

1989-1995

Adele Pearlman-Soss

Jenny Slate Grischkan

1986-1992, 1994-1998

Kate Grischkan

Shira Platt Gottfried

1985-1990

Abraham Gottfried

Stacey Ehrenberg

1987-1995

Joshua Buchner

Dan Stern

1995

Samantha Stern

Karla Topper Lang

1988-1995, 1996-2001

Harley Lang

Jay Sokol

1983-1984, 1986-1991

Cooper Sokol

Also, tell us how you are “Living
Wise” by emailing us at wisekids@
mandeljcc.org about your mitzvah
project and we’ll highlight it on our
website!

Sarah Haas Colon

1985-1994, 1995-2001

Adelyn Colon

Gretchen Gottlieb
Melman

1984-1991, 1997

Sasha Melman

Dave “Billy Bob”
Friedman

1991-1993

Beckett Friedman

Nate Blumenthal

Ethan Kulnane

Adam Cohen

Jackson Cohen

Aidan Bobrow

Rachel Kurland

1989, 1991-1996, 1999,
2002-2003, 2005

Abbey Brewer

Erika Leavitt

Jared Brown

Megan Lebowitz

Nathan Cohen

Mimi Light

Jalen Danzinger

Benny Lipkin

Nina Dizenhuz

Michael Litt

Yonah Dori

Jared Mandell

Danielle Dubin

Jacob Pilloff

AJ Eisenberg

Jamie Posner

Rebecca Ellin
Jake Feldman

Sophia
Rozenbojm

Jocelyn Feldman

Alex Roth

Jamie Frayman

Sophie
Ruttenberg

Hallie Fried
Kayla Giterman
Rebecca
Goldfarb

Please let us know when any Camp Wise alumni welcome a new baby, and we’ll send
them a Future Camper onesie, pictured here on Kate Grischkan.

Sivan Blitstein

Adele
Pearlman-Sos
s

Kate Grischkan

Abraham Gottfried

Jared Sandow
Isabel Sands
Bailey Schleifer

Shelby Goldstein

Louis Schwartz

Max Gustafson

Joanna Sherman

Jacob Hoberman

Laura Sherman

Amanda Howard

Sarah Spielman

Megan Hurwitz

Danny Simon

Hannah Karl

Troy Stein

Arianna Koufman

Allison Weltman

Zoe Kowit

Dana Weltman

Rachel Krantz

Daniel Wohl

Joshua Buchner

Harley Lang

Sasha Melman

Beckett
Friedman

l
Cooper Soko

Adelyn Colon

Jackson Cohen
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ohalim winter
wonderland

All current 5th and 6th graders who
attended camp in 2012 are invited to
a magical return to Camp Wise this
winter!
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26001 south woodland road • beachwood, ohio 44122

Sunday, January 20, 11:30 am to
Monday, January 21, 5 pm
Cost: $80/person
Bus leaves from and returns to the
Mandel JCC.
RSVP by December 28th. Additional
details will be emailed after
registration is confirmed.
Space is limited so call
(216) 593-6250 to reserve your spot!
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reunion 2012
All 2012 campers and staff are
invited to the one, the only…

Camp Wise Reunion!
Friday, November 23 • 10 am – 12 pm
Fun-n-Stuff (661 E. Highland Road,
Macedonia)
Cost: $5/person
Come and get your very own copy of the
2012 session DVDs!

We’re all giggles
with Abby
Goldschmidt and
Zoe Drasner

RSVP to 216-593-6250 or
email wisekids@mandeljcc.org
Camper Free Zone! Parents are invited to
stay in our camper free zone to schmooze,
drink coffee, and talk with camp staff.

